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Abstract. In this paper the possibilities to automate black-box test-

ing through formal requirement speci cations are explored. More precisely, the formal method VDM (Vienna Development Method) serves
to demonstrate that abstract requirement models can be used as test
oracles for concrete software. The automation of the resulting testing
frame-work is based on modern CASE-tools that support a light-weight
approach to formal methods. The speci cation language used is VDMSL, but the results are easily transferred into similar model oriented
methods such as B, Z or RAISE.

1 Introduction
During the last few years the interest in formal software development has been
growing rapidly. One of the main reasons for this is the availability of tools
to assist the developer in using these formal methods. The author, too, has
contributed to the growing repertoire of automated tools by an extension of a
commercial tool [5]. However, formal methods are not often applied in industrial
projects, despite the growing maturity of the theories and tools, and the need
of a mathematical basis [6]. Several reasons can be identi ed for the absence
of formality in the software development process: Too many di erent notations
have been invented, the lack of integration into informal approaches, and the
strong emphasis on formal proofs.
The last point needs clari cation. Of course, the formal theory and hence
the possibility of conducting formal proofs is the important attribute of a formal
method. However, the advantage of a formal notation to specify requirements
precisely and unambigously should not be missed, even if formal proofs are not
the project's focus.
Consequently, instead of promoting formal correctness proofs, we regard the
automation of functional testing as the next step in a smooth integration of
formal methods, to raise the level of reliability, after formal speci cation techniques have been introduced. To sum up, this work is a further contribution to
the lately propagated light-weight approach to formal methods [19].
The ISO-standardized Vienna Development Method (VDM) [18, 11, 20] serves
to demonstrate how a well-established formal method supports the automation

of testing. VDM is one of the most widely used formal methods, and it can be
applied to the construction of a large variety of systems. It is a model oriented
method, i.e. its formal descriptions (speci cations) consist of an explicit mathematical model of the system being constructed. Furthermore, VDM is supported
by CASE-tools and even allows an integration into informal methods like UML
or Structured Analysis, and so does our testing approach.
Previous work has shown how test-cases may be derived from formal speci cations [9]. However, little attention had been given to the fact that formal
models of software requirements are inherently abstract in the sense that detailed design decisions are not included. Consequently, the test-cases, derived
(or even generated) from such an abstract model, are abstract too, and thus
inappropriate for a direct automatic test of a target system. For that reason, a
mapping between abstract and concrete test data is required.
The presented framework focuses on the usage of formal requirements speci cations as test oracles for concrete implementations. The approach is based
on the formal de nition of abstraction as a homomorphism, called the retrieve
function, which maps the concrete level into the abstract. If the retrieve function
is implemented and the post-condition is executable, then the model may serve
as a test oracle and speci cation as well. The approach is not limited to VDM,
but can also be applied in other model oriented methods like B [1], Z [25] or
RAISE [13].
After this introduction, the following Section 2 describes the general approach
of using speci cations as test oracles. Then, Section 3 explains three possibilities
to automate the approach by using a commercial tool, the IFAD VDM-SL Toolbox. Finally, Section 4 contains some concluding remarks and the identi cation
of possible directions to future work.

2 From Formal Speci cations to Oracles
The Vienna Development Method provides the two needed concepts in order
to support the presented testing process. First, the formal speci cation itself,
which precisely de nes what a function or operation should compute. Second,
the concept of data-rei cation, that provides a formal de nition of abstraction. In
the following, both concepts are explained and their role in our testing approach
will be clari ed.

2.1 VDM-SL Speci cations as Oracles
As already mentioned, in VDM a system is speci ed in terms of abstract mathematical models. VDM-SL, the general purpose speci cation language of VDM,
provides mathematical objects, like sets, sequences, maps etc., to model a system's state. The functionality is formulated by imperative operations, which manipulate these abstract state representations or applicative functions. Two styles
can be distinguished to de ne functionality: implicit and explicit de nitions. An
implicit operation de nes what should happen by pre- and post-conditions. The

pre-condition is a logical constraint on the input stating what must hold that
the functionality is de ned. The essential part is the post-condition, a relation
between the input, the old state, the output and the new state.
The following example is inspired by an industrial project in which a voice
communication system for air trac control has been formally speci ed [16].
Here, an abstract view of the system's radio switch is modeled. The switch assigns
frequencies to operator positions on which communication may be established.
The VDM-SL model refers to frequencies and operator positions by the identi ers
FrqId and OpId. The relation is modeled by a nite mapping from operator
positions to a set of frequencies. A map can be interpreted as a two-column
tabular whose left- and right-side entries can be accessed by the domain (dom)
and range (rng) operators.
The set of frequencies represents frequency coupling, which means that communication is forwarded to all frequencies in the set. A requirement of the switch
is that a frequency must not belong to two di erent coupling sets. This is expressed by means of a data-invariant, stating that for all two frequency sets,
with more than one element, they may not have frequencies in common.
Switch -a = OpId -m FrqId -set
fs 1 fs 2 =
inv s 4 fs 1 fs 2 rng s card fs 1 1 card fs 2 1
A function couple-frequency, de ned by pre- and post-conditions, adds frequencies to an operator position. The pre-condition says that if the operator
position has already a frequency associated, then no frequency set with a cardinality greater than two must exist that already contains the frequency to be
added. This would lead to violation of the system's invariant.
The post-condition establishs the following relation between the input (f,
op and s) and the resulting output r: If the operator position has already a
frequency associated, then the resulting map equals the old one with the input
frequency added to the existing set of frequencies of the operator position. This
is expressed by overriding ( ) a map entry. In case of a new operator position,
the result equals the old switch with the new map entry.
couple -frequency (f : FrqId op : OpId s : Switch -a ) r : Switch -a
pre op dom s
fs rng s f fs card fs 1
post if op dom s
then r = s op s (op ) f
else r = s op f
From a testers perspective, the post-condition serves as a test oracle. In
general, an oracle is any program, process or data that speci es the expected
outcome of a set of tests as applied to a tested object [7]. Here, the oracle is a
predicate, a Boolean function, which evaluates to true if the correct output is
returned, with the premise that the pre-condition holds. The signature of the
post-condition oracle above is:
post -couple -frequency : OpId FrqId Switch -a Switch -a B
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The two arguments of type Switch-a de ne the relation between the old and new
value of the switch. Note that pre-conditions de ne the input values for 'good'
tests, where valid outputs can be expected.
However, the system's model and consequently the oracle is abstract and
cannot be directly used as a test-oracle for a test on implementation level. What
is needed, is a link between the abstract level and the concrete level. In VDM, and
other formal methods, this link is provided by a precise de nition of abstraction.

2.2 The De nition of Abstraction
The M in VDM is based on a re nement of an abstract speci cation to a more
concrete one, which usually is carried out in several steps. Re ning the data
model is called data-rei cation, which is correct if it establishs a homomorphism
between the abstract and re ned, more concrete, level. In Figure 1 our notion
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Fig. 1. The morphism of abstraction.
of abstraction is represented by a commuting diagram, where operations (op)
are viewed as functions from input to output states. The abstract operation
opabstract manipulates an abstract state representation of type A. The concrete
operation opconcrete incorporates detailed design decisions and maps a re ned
input state to an output state. Examples for such data-re nement would be to
implement a set through a balanced binary-tree, or the other way round, to view
a data-base system as a set of data. The relationship between the abstract and
the concrete is de ned by a a function r mapping a concrete state to its abstract
counterpart. The diagram shows that the retrieve function r is a homomorphism
for which the following formula holds:
8

in : C  opabstract (r (in )) = r (opconcrete (in ))

Using an implicit function de nition on the abstract level, the formula for a
correct implementation (re nement) is:
8

in : C  pre -opabstract (r (in ))

)

post -opabstract (r (in ); r (opconcrete (in )))

This simply means that the abstract post-condition must hold for the concrete input and output, mapped to the abstract level by r, if the pre-condition
is satis ed.
Modern tools allow the interpretation of explicit VDM-SL de nitions. If the
retrieve function and the post-condition predicate are de ned explicitly, the formula above can be evaluated and thus provides a testing frame-work inside VDMSL. However, to test functionality implemented in a programming language like
C++, the language gap between programming languages and the speci cation
language has to be overcome. In the following it is shown how modern tools
provide these bridges and help to automate the approach.

3 Automated Test Evaluation
The combination of the notion of abstraction and the possibility to use speci cations as test oracles leads to a testing framework with abstract oracles. Modern
tools like the IFAD VDM-SL Toolbox [17] allow the interpretation or even codegeneration of such pre- and post-conditions which leads to an automated test
evaluation through post-condition oracles. In Figure 2 the data- ow of the new
testing scenario is presented. An implementation is executed with a concrete
input valid?
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Fig. 2. DFD of the testing scenario.
test input (state). An implemented retrieve function maps the concrete input
and output to its abstract representations. A pre-condition check validates the
input and feeds it into the oracle which checks the relation to the produced output. If the post-condition evaluates to true, the test passed. The advantage of
the approach is the automation of black-box testing by the usage of structural
test-data. Another possibility would be to code the reverse of r in order to test
with abstract test-data derived from the speci cation.

In the following, the possibilities for automation by using the IFAD tools are
explained in more detail.

3.1 Code-Generation of Oracles
The IFAD Toolbox provides a C++ code-generator, which translates explicit
VDM-SL speci cations to C++ source code, using a VDM library. With this tool
the post-condition functions, like in our Switch example, can be automatically
translated to C++ . Even the pre-condition with its quantors over nite sets can
be code-generated. Below the generated C++ code for post-couple-frequency is
shown:
Bool post_couple_frequency(int f, int op, Map s, Map r) {
Bool varRes;
Bool cond;
cond = (Bool) s.Dom().InSet(op);
if (cond.GetValue()) {
Map var2;
Map modmap;
Set tmpVar2;
Set var2;
var2 = Set().Insert(f);
tmpVar2 = (Set) s[op];
tmpVar2.ImpUnion(var2);
modmap = Map().Insert(op, tmpVar2);
var2 = s;
var2.ImpOverride(modmap);
varRes = (Bool) (r == var2);
}
else {
Map var2;
Map modmap;
modmap = Map().Insert(op, f);
var2 = s;
var2.ImpOverride(modmap);
varRes = (Bool) (r == var2);
}
return varRes;
}

What remains to implement manually is the retrieve function. Special C++
generator functions in the VDM library facilitate the conversions of C++ types
into VDM objects.

3.2 Interpretation of Oracles with the Dynamik Link Facility
Another approach is to use the Toolbox interpreter in order to evaluate the oracle
inside VDM-SL. The dynamik link facility may be used to call the C++ functions
to be tested from inside the Toolbox [12]. The dynamik link facility enables a
VDM-SL speci cation to execute parts written in C++, during interpretation.

It is called dynamik link facility because the C++ code is dynamically linked
together with the Toolbox.
In order to access the implementation, a dlmodule has to be de ned which
contains the function's declaration. For our example that would be
dlmodule CPP
exports
m
m
functions couple -frequency -ext : Z  Z  Z -!
Z-set ! Z -! Z-set
end CPP

, if we model frequencies and operator positions as integers (Z). In order to test
couple-frequency in this case two functions are to be implemented. One mapping
the input to the implementation representation and calling couple-frequency, and
the retrieve function which converts the output back to the abstract VDM-SL
data-type.
With this approach abstract VDM-SL test-cases are t into the implementation. Hence, here the following must hold for a correct implementation opconcrete :
8

in : A  pre -opabstract (in )

, where the function rep : A
sentation.

!

)

post -opabstract (in ; r (opconcrete (rep (in ))))

C maps the abstract input to its concrete repre-

3.3 CORBA Oracles
A third elegant way to bridge the language gap is CORBA, the Common Object
Request Broker Architecture [22]. The VDM-SL Toolbox provides a CORBA
based API through which a program can access the Toolbox [27]. The CORBA
interface of the VDM-SL Toolbox is de ned in IDL, the interface de nition
language of CORBA. The language mapping is done by the IDL interface through
which the full functionality of a running toolbox may be invoked.
This includes the loading of a speci cation and the starting of the interpreter. With this technique a post-condition oracle can be accessed and evaluated
through the API. Since CORBA is a distributed object architecture the Toolbox
may even run on a di erent (test-)server providing the oracles. Since CORBA
IDL converts di erent programming languages, the test approach can be applied
to as many programming languages as IDL mappings have been implemented,
e.g. C++ and Java.

4 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have presented an approach for automated test evaluation
through VDM-SL oracles. We have shown the general strategy and presented

more details how the resulting test approach can be automated. The three presented solutions for automation are based on the commercial tool IFAD VDM-SL
Toolbox.
To our present knowledge, only one automated black-box testing approach
has been based on an explicit mapping from an implementation level to a formally speci ed and abstract post-condition oracle [8]. In this early work, the
post-condition oracle had to be translated manually into Prolog. Of course, other
formal model oriented approaches to testing have been published, but they di er
in two aspects: First, the focus rather lies on test-case generation, than on oracle generation and automated test evaluation [21, 9, 26, 15, 24, 10, 2, 23]. Hence,
the abstraction problem is not considered at all. Second, explicit speci cations
serve as active oracles which calculate and compare the speci ed output to the
program under test [14, 3, 28]. In contrast to our passive oracles, these solutions
cannot handle non-deterministic results.
Our idea has been presented in [4] the rst time. This work could also be
extended with test-case generation techniques in order to automate the whole
test process. However, the automated test evaluation especially supports random
testing.
In future we envisage an instrumentation of objects with post-condition oracles. Objects can be instrumented through inheritance without changing the
actual code. Then, testable objects inherit the functionality from its superclass
and provide additional retrieve and oracle functions as testing methods.
We feel that the application of both, formal speci cations and formal development tools to testing, as presented here, will be a powerful combination.
However, more case studies are needed in order to evaluate the approach formally.
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